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Introduction 
 

What is Healthy Science? 

A series of four lesson plans have been developed by Zing Somerset (Somerset Public Health), 

which create a fusion of biology and wellbeing. They cover The Heart, The Skeleton, Muscles and 

The Digestive System.  

These lesson plans offer the opportunity to add healthy lifestyle information into the primary 

curriculum. Fun team-building tasks will help to keep the interest high and build on the content 

of the sessions. 

Sufficient information and ideas have been included in each lesson plan to cover more than one 

lesson period so that you can adapt to your class needs. Some key messages are repeated for 

continued understanding. 

All of the material can be adapted to the range of primary age abilities (see additional notes in 

lesson plans for guidance on how to simplify for younger years, or use your own judgement based 

on your knowledge and understanding of your pupils). 

 

 

What’s included in this pack? 

This pack contains all four lesson plans, plus the accompanying resources required for the activities 

and tasks. All of the resources to be printed are included in the appendix at the end of this 

document, and labelled accordingly.  

You will need to provide a few extra resources, and these are clearly stated at the start of each 

lesson plan when necessary.  
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Lesson 1: The Heart 

Session Overview 
 

Programme of study: Biology 

 

Knowledge, skills and understanding: 

• Structure and role of the heart.  

• Recognising key words. 

• Recognising the choices you can make in looking after the health of your circulation system, 

and the problems that can be caused if you do not. 

• Pupils working together to create the pattern of the heartbeat. 

 

Learning intentions: 

• Learning the names of the main circulatory system and how it works. 

o Circulatory system 

o Circulate 

o Heart 

o Arteries 

o Capillaries 

o Veins 

o The heart circulates the blood 

o We need oxygen in the blood to live 

o There are two parts to the heartbeat cycle 

 

• Learning the nutritional needs for a healthy circulatory system and what to avoid. 

 

• This second part of the session goes into more depth and may use words/concepts that are 

too advanced for the younger primary years, so may need simplifying. 

 

 

Activities and experiences: While using the diagram of the heart, look at the main features of the 

circulatory system. Learn the main key words. 

 

Task one: Learn how to take a pulse.  

 

Task two: Work through the heartbeat process. 

 

Task three: Choosing the right fats for your heart. Using the fats pack, challenge the pupils to 

identify the saturated fats and unsaturated fats. 

 

Task four: Potassium power. Learning about the balancing out of salt in a diet. Using the salts 

pack, share out the cards, have each pupil work out if they have a high salt or high potassium card. 

A pupil with high salt holds up their card and a high potassium pairs up with them to “destroy your 

salt”. 

 

Cross curricular links: Health and wellbeing. 

 

Supporting links: BBC Bitesize 
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Lesson 1: Part One 
 

Resources required:  

• Diagram of the heart and circulatory system printed to A3 size (p39) 

• Printed cards showing the active process of the heart (p40-41) 

• Chalk for drawing on the floor 

• A watch to time 30 seconds 

 

Introduction to New Words and Concepts 
Place the printed diagram of the heart and circulatory system on the floor or wall, where 

everyone can see it. 

 

Circulation 

One of the most amazing things about your body is the heart. Your blood goes on a journey all 

around the body in the circulatory system. The heart circulates the blood. Circulate means to go 

around. The circulatory system is made up of the heart, arteries, capillaries and veins. 

 

The heart and oxygen 

The heart is one big muscle. It takes in the blood from around your body. This is tired blood, which 

your body has taken the goodness it needs from, like oxygen. You need to breath oxygen from the 

air to stay alive.  

 

First the heart pumps this tired blood off to the lungs to collect the oxygen. This refreshed blood 

then continues on its journey back to the heart to be pumped off around the body again to spread 

the oxygen to where it is needed. 

 

Blood vessels 

The arteries, capillaries and veins are all different sized tubes heading off around the body or 

returning to the heart, carrying blood. 

 

 

 

 

Activity 1 
Learn how to take a pulse. 

• Using two fingers laid across the inside of the opposite wrist, feel for a pulse and count how 

many beats there are in 30 seconds. If any pupils struggle with this method, use two fingers 

on the side of the throat. 

• Either get the pupils to remember the beats per 30 seconds or write it down on the floor in 

front of them. 
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Activity 2 
The heartbeat: part 1 

• Distribute the cards with the heartbeat process on, in a mixed-up order.  

• For every five pupils you have in the group, have a set printed.  

• Full sets need to be used to create the pattern of the heartbeat. Someone, pupil or teacher, 

may need to have two cards to complete a set. 

• Starting with the “Tired blood” card, the pupils step forwards, then backwards and take it in 

turns to show the order the heartbeat works in.  

• Repeat as necessary to show the cycle of circulation. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Can they now get themselves into the correct order? If they are and they raise their cards above 

their heads in turn it should be a Mexican wave.  

 

 

The heartbeat: part 2 

Ask the children to do 10 star jumps and then take their pulse again, immediately afterwards. 

Compare the number to the first time – it should be higher.  

 

Now, repeat the heartbeat process exercise above, but faster, to represent the higher pulse.  

Tired 

blood 

Heart sends blood 

to the lungs 

Lungs add oxygen 

to the blood 

Blood goes 

back to heart 

Heart pumps blood 

around the body 
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Factoids 
Teacher to add in factoids as points of interest. 

 

 The heart pumps 7,200 litres per day. Enough to fill 93 bathtubs! 

 

 Blood is made up of plasma, platelets and red blood cells. 

 

 The heart has valves which make sure the blood goes the right way. 

 

 Laughing is good for your heart. It reduces stress and gives a boost to your immune 

system. 

 

 

Question Time 
 

These questions are simply to reinforce learning and maintain engagement. They should not be 

used as a test of the pupils’ knowledge. 

 

Q1: What things can make the heart beat faster?   

A: Exercise, illness, stress, anxiety, caffeine, nicotine, alcohol, pregnancy and palpitations. 

  

Q2: How big is your heart?  

A: About the size of your own fist. 

  

Q3: How many times does your heartbeat in a day?  

About 115,000 times. 

  

Q4: If you stretched them out in a straight line, how far would the blood vessels in your 

hearts system extend - 20,000, 40,000 or 60,000 miles?   

A: 60,000 miles. 

  

 

Teacher - Now start to laugh a big loud laugh and see how many join in. Know that you are 

helping to look after the children’s hearts. 
 

 

Now the basics on the heart have been covered the session can move on to how we 

can look after the health of the heart and circulatory system – see part 2. 
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Lesson 1: Part Two 
 

Resources needed for session:  

• Printed diagrams of damaged arteries (p42-43)  

• Printed cards from the “Fats pack” (p44-50) 

• Printed cards from the “Salt pack” (p51-57)  

 

Introduction to Healthy Eating for a Healthy Heart 
Our hearts are really important pieces of our bodies, and as well as staying active each day, we 

need to put the right fuel into them to make sure they work properly. Our fuel comes from the 

things we eat and drink - if we eat lots of healthy foods, our hearts stay healthy for longer. 

 

 

Overview Questions 

 

These are designed to get the children thinking – they do not need to know the answers, it is not a 

test! 

 

Q1. What does the heart need to do? 

A: Pump blood through arteries  

  

Q2: How can the food we eat affect our heart's ability to pump blood through arteries? 

A: It can contribute to the narrowing of our arteries, and it can affect our blood pressure 

 

The information below is ideal for children in Years 5+. For younger children, please adapt 

accordingly. For example, you can simplify the information in the tables to ‘unhealthy’ and ‘healthy’ 

for the heart, and simply list the foods we should eat more or less of. 
 

 

Food and our Arteries 
 

• Too much fat in our diet can lead to some of it being stored in the inside of our arteries, and 

this can build up over time (many years). (Diagram 1a) 

 

• If lots of fat is stored in our arteries, they can become narrow. This makes it harder for the 

blood to get through, so your heart has to work harder and your muscles sometimes don't 

get enough oxygen in time. (Diagram 1b) 

 

• If fat continues to build up in our arteries, it can eventually completely block the artery 

which can stop blood getting through at all. This causes heart attacks, strokes, and blood 

clots throughout the body. (Diagram 1c) (this diagram is available to print in A4 on p42)  
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The Fix: there are different types of fat in our foods, so it's important to choose the right ones! 

Use the table below to find out more about the different types of fat in your diet… 

 

 Saturated Fats Unsaturated Fats 

Role in the heart 

These aren't unhealthy if eaten in 

small amounts (we need them for 

certain things) but these are the 

type of fats which can cause build-

ups and blockages in our arteries if 

we have too much. 

These are very important for keeping 

our hearts (and brains!) healthy and 

will not cause blockages in our 

arteries. 

Look like… 

You can often spot them as being 

solid (usually white) when at room 

temperature. 

They are usually more oily than 

saturated fats and are often liquid at 

room temperature. 

Found in… 

Cheese, meat (beef, pork, sausages, 

bacon, lamb, chicken), butter, 

pastry (like pies and pasties), 

biscuits, cakes, cream 

Olive oil, sunflower oil, rapeseed oil, 

nuts and seeds (including 

peanut/other nut butters), salmon, 

mackerel (and other oily fish) and 

avocado 

How much should 

we have? 

These should be enjoyed in small 

amounts and not too often! 

Most of us don't eat enough 

unsaturated fats! We should aim to 

eat oily fish twice a week and enjoy 

more of the foods above. 
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Activity 3 
Choosing the right fats for your heart. 

1. Use flipchart paper or chalk (if outside) to create two columns, with the headings 'Saturated 

Fat – Eat Less!' and 'Unsaturated Fat – Eat More!’ 

 

2. Ask children to sort images of foods (from the Fats pack (p44-50)) into each column. You 

could hand each child an image and ask them to place their card into the correct column in 

turns.  

 

 

 

Food and our Blood Pressure 
 

• Too much salt in our diet can cause our blood pressure to rise. This means there is more 

fluid in our blood vessels than usual – imagine a water balloon that you have filled with too 

much water! 

 

• This means our heart needs to work harder than usual, and long-term high blood pressure 

can cause damage to the inside of our arteries. (Diagram 2a) 

 

• Damaged arteries can cause blood clots throughout our bodies, and heart attacks and 

strokes in some cases. (Diagram 2b) (this diagram is available to print in A4 on p43) 
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The Fix: Eat less salt (sodium) and more potassium! 

Use the table below to find out more about the difference between sodium and potassium… 

 

 Salt (Sodium) Potassium 

Role in the heart 

We need sodium (commonly called 

'salt') for lots of things, but most of 

us eat too much and the excess 

can result in high blood pressure. 

Potassium is also needed for lots of 

things in the body, but it works in the 

opposite way to sodium when it 

comes to blood pressure. Potassium 

balances out the effect of the sodium, 

reducing the risk of high blood 

pressure. 

Found in… 

Bread, pastry (like pies, sausage 

rolls, pasties), biscuits (yes, even 

chocolate ones!), cheese, breakfast 

cereals, sausages, cured meats (like 

ham, bacon, salami, pepperoni). 

Leafy green vegetables (like spinach, 

cabbage and spring greens), fish, 

potatoes, mushrooms, bananas, 

avocados, and tomatoes. 

How much should 

we have? 

Try to eat these in small amounts 

and less often. We might add a 

small amount to our food at the 

table, but most of the salt we eat is 

already in our foods BEFORE we 

buy them! 

Try to eat MORE of these! Notice how 

they are all natural, whole foods 

rather than man-made/processed 

foods? They are also mostly fruit and 

vegetables, which we should ALL eat 

more of. 

 

 

 

  
Notice how many of these foods also contain lots of saturated fats? 

Lots of people develop narrowed arteries AND high blood pressure 

because they eat foods which contain both too much saturated fat 

AND sodium. 
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Activity 4 
Potassium Power 

1. Hand each child (randomly) a printed image from the Salt pack (p51-57). 

 

2. You should then ask the children to think about what food images they have - are they 

high in sodium/salt or high in potassium? (just think to yourselves, don't tell anyone!).  

A good prompt for this is to think of it as typically ‘healthy’ or ‘unhealthy’. 

 

3. We're going to try and fight the salt - each potassium-rich food destroys a sodium-rich 

food. 

 

4. Ask one child with a food high in sodium/salt (see list in table above) to start by holding 

up and saying the name of their food out loud.  

 

5. A child with a potassium-rich food (see list in table above) must then hold up their image 

and say its name, followed by 'destroy your salt!'. (e.g. 'Potatoes destroy your salt!').   

 

6. This pair should then place their cards together as the salt has been destroyed! 

 

7. Repeat this process until everyone has used their images. 

 

You can choose whether you use a 'first to shout out' or a 'hands up' system, depending on your 

class. 
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Lesson 2: 

The 

Skeleton 
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Lesson 2: The Skeleton 

Session Overview 
 

Programme of study: Biology 

 

Knowledge, skills and understanding: 

• Recognise the main skeleton structure and its role in the body. 

• Learn the names of the main bones of the skeleton. Work as a team to put them in the right 

order. 

• Understand the need for the body to take in nutrients and do exercise. Specifically calcium, 

Vitamin D and strengthening exercises for bone health and strength. 

 

Learning intentions: 

• Learn the names of the basic skeleton structure and the role they play.  

o Skull and jawbone 

o Back bones (spine) – vertebrae 

o Shoulder blades 

o Humerus 

o Radius and ulna 

o Hands 

o Rib cage 

o Pelvis 

o Femur 

o Tibia and fibia 

o Feet 

• Learn the nutritional needs and the role exercise plays in making and keeping healthy 

bones. 

 

Activities and experiences: Talk through the need for the body to have a bone structure to be 

able to stand, move and protect the internal organs. Put together the bones which make up the 

skeleton. Work through nutritional information at a level appropriate to the pupils. 

 

Task one: Each pupil to be given a card with the name and outline picture of a bone in the 

skeleton. Starting from the skull, can the pupils work through which bones link together. Using 

split pins, this can be turned into a dynamic skeleton. 

 

Task two: Dance the Can-can or get the skeleton running. 

 

Task three: Discuss where we get calcium from and what the children ate yesterday which had 

calcium in. 

 

Cross curricular links: Health and wellbeing. 

 

Supporting links: BBC Bitesize; What does your skeleton do? Twinkl resources; Parts of the 

skeleton and labelling sheets. 
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Lesson 2: Part One 
 

Resources required:  

• Print out of the bones on card, hole punched to allow split pins to be used to link parts 

(p58-63) 

• Print out of the names of each bone on card (p64-66) 

• 10-12 split-pins 

 

Introduction to the Skeleton 
 

The skeleton protects the internal organs from damage and allows you to make movements. 

Talk about how all 206 bones in your skeleton stop you from collapsing in a heap. 

Babies start with over 270 bones when they are born, but some of them fuse together. 

Bones are natural healers. If you break a bone, your body works on producing new bone cells. 

 

Activity 1 
Build a Skeleton 

• Each pupil has a picture of a bone and/or (depending on numbers in the circle) a label to a 

bone (not necessarily correlating).  

• Starting from the skull, build the body. Use split pins to connect parts.  

• Once the skeleton has been made lay the bone label next to the correct bone. 

 

Question Time 
These questions are simply to reinforce learning and maintain engagement. They should not be 

used as a test of the pupils’ knowledge. 

 

Q1: Do you think the inside of bones are hard or soft?  

A: Bones are full of bone marrow, which is soft. This is where lots of essential cells are made to 

build and repair your body. 

 

Q2: Which is the longest bone in the body? 

A: It’s the femur, which is the top half of your leg and is covered in some of the body’s largest 

muscles, helping you to walk, dance, run and swim. 
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Activity 2 
Dance the Can-can 

• Make the skeleton dance the Can-can by moving the cards around or working as a team, 

create a stop-start animation of the skeleton running.  

• Can you work out the order the bones need to move to get the skeleton to dance or move?  

• For the older pupils, can they use the bones names to get the dynamic skeleton to do the 

movements. 

 

Keeping Bones Strong 

You can eat and exercise your way to stronger bones. Bones don’t just become or stay strong you 

need to eat calcium rich foods and to do regular weight bearing exercise. These activities are great 

for bones and muscles. 

Strengthening exercises include… 

• walking 

• running 

• games such as tug of war 

• skipping with a rope 

• swinging on playground equipment 

bars 

• gymnastics 

• climbing 

• sit-ups, press-ups and other similar 

exercises 

• basketball 

• dance 

• football 

• rugby 

• tennis 

 

For 5-19 year olds it is suggested they do moderate intensity exercise for 60 minutes a day. This 

helps with muscle and bone development, coordination and movement skills. 
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Lesson 2: Part Two 
 

Resources needed: 

• Prompt list for sources of calcium and vitamin D (p67) 

 

Healthy Eating for The Skeleton 
 

What impact does food have on our bones? 

• Food is important for growing strong, healthy bones which do not break easily 

• If we don’t eat enough of the right things, they can become brittle, which means they 

break easily 

• This is important all through our lives, not just for children or for adults – we need to feed 

our bones constantly, no matter what age we are 

 

Which foods should we be eating for a healthy skeleton? 

Our bones need lots of calcium and lots of vitamin D to help them grow, repair and get stronger.  

Calcium is used to build our bones, and vitamin D is needed to make sure we can absorb the 

calcium from the food in our digestive system. 

There is a risk of poor bone health if these two key nutrients are missing from your diet. This can 

lead to Rickets. Rickets is a condition that affects bone development in children. It causes bone 

pain, poor growth and soft, weak bones that can lead to bone deformities. 
 

Calcium 
Where do we get calcium from? 

• Milk, yoghurt, cheese and other dairy products 

• Wholemeal flour (some breads have added calcium if they aren’t wholemeal) 

• Green vegetables – broccoli and spring greens 

 

Activity 3 
What calcium did you have yesterday? 

• Open up a group discussion (in whichever way works best for your class) to work out where 

the children got their calcium from yesterday.  

• Answers can include meals, snacks and drinks. 

• Use the prompt list to help guide the children.  
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Question Time 
Q: How much calcium does the average adult skeleton contain? 

A) 100g – a sharing-sized bar of chocolate 

B) 400g – a tin of baked beans 

C) 800g – a loaf of bread 

D) 1kg – a big bag of sugar or flour 

A: D! (that’s a LOT of calcium) – you’d need to drink 833L of milk to get that much calcium 

 

 

Vitamin D 
Where do we get vitamin D from? 

• Oily fish, such as mackerel, salmon and trout 

• Egg yolks 

• Butter 

• Some low-fat spreads and breakfast cereals have added vitamin D 

• The sun! Sunlight on our skin allows us to make vitamin D, so this is usually enough in 

summer months. But in darker seasons, we may not make enough from sunlight, so we 

need to concentrate on our food. It is still really important to wear sun cream – you will still 

make vitamin D if you have sun cream on! 

 

 

Take Home Message 

Before you were even born your skeleton needed nutrients to grow and now it is up to you to 

keep eating the calcium and Vitamin D in your daily food intake. Keep your diet varied.  

Keep up the exercise and activities that the human body needs to stay healthy and strong. 

Your body is amazing – keep it that way! 
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Lesson 3: The Muscles 

Session Overview 
 

Programme of study: Biology 

 

Knowledge, skills and understanding: 

• Identify the basic parts of the muscle structure in the body and how they work. 

• Muscles give the body support, protection and movement. 

• Recognising the choices you can make in looking after the health of your muscles and the 

problems that can be caused if you do not. 

 

Learning intentions: 

• Learning the names of the body parts involved in the muscles 

o Muscles 

o Bones 

o Tendons 

• Understand that muscles contract (get shorter) 

• Recognising the names of two key nutrients needed for your muscles; proteins and 

carbohydrates 

 

Activities and experiences: Making observations on their own bodies to learn the basics of how 

muscles work. Discussion based on own experiences. Learning from observations on the 

differences of nutrients in foods. 

 
Task one: Observing the change in muscle shape on their upper arm. 

 

Task two: Investigating the mind-muscle reaction times. 

 

Task three: What protein did you have yesterday? 

 

Task four: Using the carbohydrate cards, can the pupils identify which foods are slow release and 

which are free sugars. 

 

Cross curricular links: Health and wellbeing. 

 

Supporting links: BBC Bitesize 
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Lesson 3: Part One 
 

Resources needed: 

• Printed graphic of the Bicep and Tricep (in A3 if possible, for clarity) (p68) 

• Rulers (minimum 30cm), enough for one between two.  

 

Introduction to New Words and Concepts 
Your muscles are brilliant. From raising an eyebrow, to swallowing your food. From lifting a heavy 

box to running a marathon, your muscles can do it.  

If you and your brain decide to smile, your body has to move 17 different muscles in your face. If 

you decide to pull a face it could be up to 47 muscles. 

Muscles are attached to your bones by tendons. When you move, these muscles contract. This 

means they get shorter. Muscles come in pairs and when one contracts the opposite one stretches. 

In total the body has around 650 muscles. 

 

 

Activity 1 
Observing the change in shape of the upper arm 

• Think about your upper arm. The humerus bone has two main large muscles attached to it. 

The Bicep and tricep. The bicep on the top and the tricep underneath.  

• When you flex your bicep muscle you can feel the tricep muscle tightening as it stretches. 

Have a go at it.  

• Imagine you are trying to lift a heavy weight from knee height to shoulder height and see if 

you can feel the difference in the shape of the two muscles. 

Look at the Bicep and Tricep graphic to enforce learning. 

Those that work out in a gym, or use particular muscles a lot, will be building up bigger and 

stronger muscles. This happens by the muscle tearing a little each time it is under strain. The 

muscle then needs to heal itself and comes back bigger and stronger to cope with the strain of 

being used a lot. 
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Building strong, healthy muscles 
 

Teacher to share information and build discussion 

Use it or lose it! Your muscles need to be used regularly to stay strong. Being active throughout 

each day, getting to the point where you are breathing faster and feeling warmer will mean all of 

your muscles are getting stronger. 

You can do this as aerobic exercises, which builds the lungs and heart muscles or strengthening 

exercises, which can build the muscles all over the body. How much do you do? Discuss. 

 

Notes for the teacher: 

We’re looking to open the conversation up so that the pupils can recognise for themselves the 

kind of activities which are included in these exercise types.  

 

Aerobic activities include… 

• walking to school 

• playground activities 

• riding a scooter 

• skateboarding 

• walking the dog 

• cycling on level ground or ground with 

few hills 

 

Strengthening exercises include… 

• walking 

• running 

• games such as tug of war 

• skipping with a rope 

• swinging on playground equipment 

bars 

• gymnastics 

• climbing 

• sit-ups, press-ups and other similar 

exercises 

• basketball 

• dance 

• football 

• rugby 

• tennis 

 

For 5-19 year olds it is suggested they do moderate intensity exercise for 60 minutes a day. This 

helps with muscle and bone development, coordination and movement skills. 

 

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/exercise/cycling-health-benefits/
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What do you control? 

 

You control some of your muscles, but others work without you thinking, such as your heart. 

Can you think of some of the muscles you don’t control? 

You could choose…  

• Your stomach muscles, when you eat.  

• Your lungs, every time you breathe.  

They are all essential for keeping your body working well. You even have a tiny muscle attached 

to every hair in your body. They contract when you get cold and they make the hairs stand up. 

These are all muscles that just work without your brain telling them to. How clever you are! 

 

Activity 2 
Investigating the mind-muscle reaction times 

• Have the pupils get into pairs with a ruler to share.  

• Pupil one holds the ruler with the zero at the bottom.  

• Pupil two has their hand underneath by just a couple of centimetres, reflecting the angle of 

the ruler, ready to catch it.  

• Pupil one drops the ruler and pupil two catches it. How many cm does it drop before it is 

caught? This will show how fast the message from the brain gets to the muscle.  

• Take turns to have several goes. Do you get faster at catching as you try? This is the brain 

and the muscles learning and becoming more efficient. 

 

 

Whichever sort of muscle we look at in the body, they all need looking after. This 

means nutrients, fluid and exercise. 
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Lesson 3: Part Two 
 

Resources needed: 

• Printed prompt list of protein and carbohydrate sources, to aid the discussions (p69-70) 

• Printed cards from the ‘Carbohydrates pack’ (p71-77) 

 

Healthy Eating for our Muscles 
What impact does food have on our muscles? 

• Food is important to make sure our muscles can grow properly, repair themselves, and 

remain strong. 

• Without healthy muscles, we would find lots of everyday things quite difficult – like standing 

up, walking, running and playing, and we might get tired very easily.  

• Certain types of foods contain the right nutrients that our muscles need in order to grow 

and repair.  

• Without enough of the right foods, our muscles can get very sore after exercising because 

they cannot repair themselves as quickly as they should.  
o This can still happen if you do a lot of exercise even if you are eating the right things 

(ever had achy legs after a tough PE session?), but not quite as often. 
 

Protein 
Our muscles mainly need a nutrient called protein. This is what they use for growing and repairing. 

Our bodies can actually make some types of protein without food, but not all of them – so it is 

important that we eat a range of different proteins to make sure our bodies have everything that 

they need to be healthy and stay strong. 

Where do we get protein from? 

• Meat – like beef, pork and lamb 

• Poultry – chicken and turkey, which also contain less fat than red meats (remember what 

your heart needs!) 

• Eggs 

• Dairy products – milk, cheese and yoghurt 

• Beans and pulses – baked beans, kidney beans, chickpeas, lentils… the list goes on! (These 

are also very high in fibre, so a win for your digestive system – more on this in lesson 4) 

• Plant-based sources, such as veggie mince and tofu 

• Some vegetables contain a small amount of protein as well, such as spinach  
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Activity 3 

What protein did you have yesterday? 

• Get the pupils to think about what meals they had yesterday and what protein was included. 

• You can open up the discussion however best suits your class 

• Use the prompt list to support the discussion  

 

Carbohydrates 
As well as protein, the main building block we need to give our muscles is energy, in order to do 

their job. This energy comes from a nutrient called carbohydrate, which we can get from lots of 

different foods. Not all carbohydrates are the same: 

- Some carbohydrates provide us with energy which is released slowly over several hours 

and will keep us energised until our next meal. These are starchy carbohydrates. 

- Some carbohydrates give us lots of energy very quickly, and when it wears off, we can 

become very tired – a ‘crash’. These are also known as sugar! 

 

In general, we should try to get most of our energy from starchy carbohydrates and avoid sugary 

foods and drinks in order to stay healthy, for both our muscles and the rest of our bodies. 

 

Where do we get starchy, slow-release carbohydrates from? 

• Potatoes (including sweet potatoes) 

• Rice 

• Pasta 

• Wholegrain bread 

• Oats 

 

Where do we get sugar from? 

• Sweets, chocolate and confectionary 

• Cakes, doughnuts and pastries 

• Fruit juices and smoothies 

• Milkshakes and flavoured milk drinks 

• Fizzy drinks and energy drinks 

• Tomato, BBQ and brown sauce 

• Ready-made pasta sauces 

• Tinned soups and baked beans (the 

sugar is in the sauce, the beans 

themselves are good for you!) 

• Flavoured yoghurts 

• Sweetened breakfast cereals 

(wholegrain cereal can contain lots of 

good starchy carbohydrates, but they 

are often coated in sugar – think 

granola!) 
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Activity 4 
Carbohydrate cards 

You will need the ‘Carbohydrate pack’ printed and cut into individual images and shuffled into a 

random order. 

1. The teacher holds up each card in turn to show the class. 

2. For each item, the children have to decide if it contains (mostly) slow-release carbohydrates 

or free sugar (see lists above for answers if unsure). 

3. There are various options for displaying their answers: 

a. If you have sufficient space, you can designate each option to opposite sides of the 

room/area. The children start in the middle of the room and move to whichever side 

they believe to be the answer. They return to the middle of the room before the next 

item is revealed. 

b. If space is limited, you can arrange the room/area as above, but children can instead 

point to the side of the room which represents their answers rather than physically 

moving around. 

c. Alternatively, children could stand up if they think the item contains free sugar and 

sit down if they think slow release. 

 

Question Time 

These questions are simply to reinforce learning and maintain engagement. They should not be 

used as a test of the pupils’ knowledge. 
 

Q1: What is the maximum amount of sugar we should have each day?  

Answers for 4-6 year olds Answers for 7-10 year olds Answers for 11 years+ 

A 15g (about 4 sugar cubes) A 15g (about 4 sugar cubes) A 24g (about 6 sugar cubes) 

B 19g (about 5 sugar cubes) B 24g (about 6 sugar cubes) B 30g (about 7 sugar cubes) 

C 24g (about 6 sugar cubes) C 35g (about 8 sugar cubes) C 35g (about 8 sugar cubes) 

D 30g (about 7 sugar cubes) D 44g (about 10 sugar cubes) D 39g (about 9 sugar cubes) 

 

A: B (all age groups) – but careful! This doesn’t mean you can add extra sugar to your food and 

drinks. Lots of our food already contains this sugar! 

 

Q2: How much sugar are we actually having each day, on average? 

A) Half of the recommended amount 

B) The right amount 

C) Double the recommended amount 

 

A: C (all age groups) 
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TAKE HOME MESSAGE:  

Sugar in small amounts is NOT unhealthy and can be a tasty treat every now and then. 

Sugar becomes unhealthy when we eat too much of it too often, because we eat and drink too 

many of the things listed above. It can damage our teeth and our metabolism, which can cause 

many different health problems as we grow up 

 

 

A note on fruit: 

Yes, fruit does contain a lot of sugar. However, this is not free sugar until the fruit is in the in the 

form of juice or smoothies.  

Whole fruit provides multiple dietary benefits, such as fibre and numerous vitamins and minerals, 

and does not contribute to our daily free sugar allowance. Dried fruit does contain a higher sugar 

content due to the loss of water from the fruit, so should be consumed in smaller amounts but 

should still not be considered unhealthy.  

Fruit juice and smoothies (even ‘no added sugar’ versions) contain free sugars which do contribute 

towards the daily recommended intake; hence it is advised to consume no more than 150ml of 

these products per day. 
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Lesson 4: The Digestive System 

Session Overview 
 

Programme of study: Biology 

 

Knowledge, skills and understanding: 

• Learn the basic names of the parts of the digestive system and the role they play. 

• Class Q&A on dental care. 

• Through group discussion, share their thoughts on the rainbow of food. 

• Work in pairs to come up with ideas for fibre rich meals, based on the learning and their 

home experiences, to share with the group. 

 

Learning intentions: 

• Learn the basic names of the parts of the digestive system and the role they play. 

o Mouth  

o Oesophagus 

o Stomach 

o Small intestine 

o Large intestine 

o Rectum 

• Learn how their need to care for the digestive system relates to the biology of the human 

body. 

• Build confidence in working in pairs and being part of a class discussion. 

 

Activities and experiences:  

 
Task one: With the information given, run a Q&A session. 

 

Task two: Make a food rainbow. 

 

Task three: Fighting fit fibre plan 

 

Cross curricular links: Health and wellbeing. Including a focus on dental care. 

 

Supporting links: BBC Bitesize. Oral Health Foundation Dental Buddy, Education resource for 

schools. 
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Lesson 4: Part One 
 

Resources needed: 

• A colour print out of the Digestive system diagram (in A3 if possible, for clarity) (p78) 

• For younger pupils, have access to Dental Buddy at www.dentalhealth.org 

• A marker on the wall showing 7 meters to represent the length of the small intestine. 

 

Introduction to New Words and Concepts 
The digestive system is made up of many different organs, starting at the mouth and 

finishing at the anus. 

Refer to the diagram of the digestive system. 

How does each part work? 

Each part has a clever part to play in using the food and drink that are taken in.  

 

Mouth 

Your teeth and tongue start to break down the food into manageable chunks and mix them with 

saliva. Saliva – also known as spit - has lots of enzymes or chemicals which break down the food. 

 

Oesophagus   

This is a long tube which has lots of muscles in to push the food downwards towards your 

stomach.  

Did you know? There are so many muscles in the digestive system that you can still eat in space. It 

doesn’t rely on gravity. 

 

Stomach  

The stomach adds more enzymes in with the food, to break it down further. Acidic juices are added 

to kill any germs. There is now a liquid mush in the stomach which when ready, is steadily passed 

into the small intestine. 

 

Small intestine  

Now the digestive system gets even more clever by adding more enzymes. This makes the food 

particles small enough to pass through the intestine lining into the bloodstream. This is where the 

body gets its energy. 

Did you know?  The small intestine is around 7 meters long! 
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Large intestine  

Now that the body has taken all of the goodies out of your food it can reabsorb the liquid which 

has been helping to move the food along.  

 

Rectum  

Any leftover fibre and the waste from old cells around the body will be passed out through the 

rectum as faeces – or poo. 

 

What can we do to look after our digestive system? 

Let’s start at the top and make sure you’re looking after those teeth!  

Your teeth play a key role in your digestive system. They’re very happy to chew so many different 

foods, but give them too much sugar and they are not so happy. 

A combination of sugar, saliva and bacteria will cause plaque to grow on your teeth. This starts 

dissolving the enamel or hard layer of your teeth and begins making holes. 

You can help your digestive system by reducing the amount of sugar you eat and cleaning away 

the plaque. 

 

Activity 1 
Dental care Q&A 

(See Dental Buddy PowerPoint for younger pupils) 

Ask children, “How many teeth do you have?”  20 

  “What do you use your teeth for?”  Bite, Chew, talk and smile.   

  “How do you clean them?”   Circular motion all sides. 

  “How long do you clean them for?”  Two minutes, twice a day. 

Information to add into the discussion. This is the government recommended intake of sugar per 

day: 

4-6 yrs = 5 cubes of sugar per day from all foods. 

7-10 yrs = 6 cubes of sugar 

11+ =7 cubes of sugar 
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Staying Healthy 
Eating harmful foods 

You are what you eat, and your digestive system is one of the first parts of your body to let you 

know if you are not eating the right things.  If the food you’re eating is off – your mouth can often 

tell by the bad taste. 

If there’s bugs in the food that could cause you harm, the acid juices in the stomach can help kill 

them off. If this doesn’t work, then it can still help solve the problem with a mass evacuation and 

you will have sickness and or diarrhoea.  

 

Being Active 

Getting active will help keep the digestive system working efficiently. Your digestive system can 

work very hard at taking the energy it needs from the food you eat but if you then don’t keep 

active the energy gets stored as fat.  

Any physical activity will help but focusing on core muscles around you stomach and back will 

help. Also walking, running and cycling are great for getting everything moving. 

For 5-19 year olds it is suggested they do moderate intensity exercise for 60 minutes a day. This 

helps with muscle and bone development, coordination and movement skills. 

 

While your digestive system is very clever, it can become upset quite quickly by the food 

choices you make. 
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Lesson 4: Part Two 
 

Resources needed: 

• Printed cards from the ‘Rainbow foods’ pack (p79-84) 

• Printed prompt list of sources of fibre (p85) 

 

Healthy Eating for the Digestive System 
What impact does food have on our digestive system? 

• Mainly, we need the right foods to ensure we are able to go to the toilet without any 

problems – and yes, we mean poop! 

• If we don’t eat enough of the right things, we can become constipated - which means we 

get blocked up and can’t ‘go’!  

• If we eat too much of some things, we can get an upset tummy or, as we’ve talked about, 

damage our teeth.  

• If we don’t look after our gut with the right foods, it can have a knock-on effect to lots of 

other aspects of our health, including our mood and mental health. Look after your 

tummy to look after your brain! 

• Poor gut health is also linked to bowel cancer in later life, so it’s important to keep your 

tummy happy. 

 

 

Activity 2 
Make a Food Rainbow 

• Have the pupils look at the food photographs and have them create a food rainbow.   

• Keep selecting the colourful foods until they’ve all be used.  

• Now look at the remaining pictures, what do they have in common? 

• There should just be beige foods left. These are mostly processed foods that are not so 

good for your gut, so they should aim to eat a rainbow of food each week. Discuss this 

discovery. 
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What foods do we need for a healthy gut? 
 

Our digestive system mainly needs plenty of fibre to stay healthy and continue to function 

as it should.  

Fibre cannot be broken down by our bodies, so it travels through our digestive system and carries 

everything else to be ‘removed’ with it. Without enough fibre in our diets, the movement through 

our gut becomes much slower, and we can become constipated. Most of us don’t eat enough of it, 

so it’s always worth trying to eat more! 

Where do we get fibre from? 

• Vegetables and fruit – as well as providing us with lots of vitamins and minerals which 

keep our immune system healthy, fruit and vegetables contain LOTS of important fibre.  

o Try to eat a whole piece of fruit, rather than having a juice or smoothie which have 

had the fibre removed. 

 

• Potatoes - Remember to eat your potato skins! This is where all the fibre is. 

o Try to eat your jacket potato skins (super yummy when crispy!) and ask for your chips 

or wedges to have the skin left on. You won’t notice the difference, but your body 

will! 

 

• Oats – a big bowl of porridge for breakfast or some homemade cereal bars will be packed 

with fibre from the oats, which are also naturally really low in sugar – win, win! 

 

• Beans – You might have heard that beans make you do something else (‘beans, beans, 

good for the heart, the more you eat, the more you…!’) but they are also packed with fibre. 

As are their foodie cousins; lentils, kidney beans, and chickpeas. 

 

• Wholegrains – Brown rice, wholegrain bread, and wholegrain cereal are all good for your 

gut, but remember that their white versions are processed, and the fibre is removed. 

 

Activity 3 
Fighting Fit Fibre Plan 

• Work in pairs to come up with two high-fibre meals or snacks and share with the group. 

• Suggestions: 

o Porridge with sliced banana 

o Apple slices 

o Chicken salad sandwich on 

wholegrain bread 

o Baked beans on wholegrain 

toast 

o Jacket potato with coleslaw 

o Vegetable curry with brown rice 

o Muesli with mixed berries 

o Carrot and cucumber sticks 
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Don’t forget your water! 
 

We need to drink plenty of fluids every day for lots of reasons – to look after our brain, our blood, 

our muscles - but also to make sure the fibre in our gut stays soft and can move through our 

digestive system. Fibre is a bit like a sponge, and it will absorb water. Without enough water it 

can get stuck.  

 

Question Time! 
These questions are simply to reinforce learning and maintain engagement. They should not be 

used as a test of the pupils’ knowledge. 
 

Q1: How much fluid should we drink every day? 

A) 1-3 glasses 

B) 4-5 glasses 

C) 6-8 glasses 

 

A: C – all fluid counts (water, squash, tea, coffee, milk, fruit juice, fizzy drinks) but lots of drinks can 

be high in sugar, so watch out. 

 

Did you know? Humans can survive around three weeks without food but just three days without 

water! 

 

Q2: Which of these should we only have a small amount of every day (150ml)? 

A) Water 

B) Fruit juice and smoothies 

C) Milk 

D) Sugar-free squash 

 

A: B – Although fruit juice and smoothies contain lots of good nutrients from the fruit, they are 

very high in sugar (much more than a whole piece of fruit!). Try to have only one glass a day, and 

drink plenty of water as it is or with some sugar-free squash. 
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What foods should we avoid for a healthy gut? 
 

There are some things which can upset our digestive system if we eat too much of them, 

which can make us feel unwell.  

These include greasy foods and spicy foods. Greasy fried foods contain a lot of fat, which can be 

hard to digest.  

Try to avoid eating lots of: 

- Burgers 

- Chips 

- Fried chicken 

- Crisps 

- Battered fish and sausages 

Many of these foods can be cooked without adding extra fat by frying, such as cooking under the 

grill or in the oven instead. This can be a healthier alternative for your favourite treats.  

Spicy food can affect some people more than others, so it will depend on your personal 

preferences whether you like to eat spicy things or not. 

 

 

 

Take home messages for a healthy digestive system: 

Care for your teeth by cleaning twice a day. 

Work on eating a rainbow every day. That’s choosing food which is all different colours. 

Keep the fluids going in. That’s around 6-8 glasses a day. 

And, just keep moving!  
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Lesson 1 Resources 

Diagram of the heart and circulatory system 
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The heartbeat process 
  

Heart takes in blood 

Heart pumps blood to lungs 

Lungs add oxygen to blood 

Heart takes in oxygenated blood 
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Heart pumps oxygenated blood 

around the body 

Oxygen gets used in the body 
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Diagrams of damaged arteries 
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Fats pack 

CHEESE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RED MEAT 
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BUTTER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PIE 
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CAKE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BISCUITS 
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CREAM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OLIVE OIL 
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SALMON 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NUTS 
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SEEDS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AVOCADO 
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PEANUT BUTTER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MACKEREL 
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Salt pack 

CHEESE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SALAMI 
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BREAKFAST CEREAL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HAM 
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SAUSAGE ROLL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BISCUITS 
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BREAD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POTATOES 
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MUSHROOMS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BANANAS 
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SPINACH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

RAISINS 
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TOMATOES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SWEET POTATOES 
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Lesson 2 Resources 

Diagrams of the bones 
 

  

Skull? 
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Rib cage
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Humerus

 

Radius and Ulna 
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  Hands 

Feet 
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Femur 

Pelvis 
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Tibia and Fibula 
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Names of the bones 

  

Skull and 

Jawbone 

Back bones - 

Vertebrae 

Shoulder blades 
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Humerus 

Radius and Ulna 

Hands 

Ribcage 

Pelvis 
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Femur 

Tibia and Fibula 

Feet 
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Sources of calcium and vitamin D 
 

Where do we get calcium from? 

• Milk, yoghurt, cheese and other dairy products 

• Wholemeal flour (some breads have added calcium if they aren’t wholemeal) 

• Green vegetables – broccoli and spring greens 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where do we get vitamin D from? 

• Oily fish, such as mackerel, salmon and trout 

• Egg yolks 

• Butter 

• Some low fat spreads and breakfast cereals have added vitamin D 

• The sun! Sunlight on our skin allows us to make vitamin D, so this is usually enough in 

summer months. But in darker seasons, we may not make enough from sunlight, so we 

need to concentrate on our food. It is still really important to wear sun cream – you will still 

make vitamin D if you have sun cream on! 
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Lesson 3 Resources 

Diagram of the Bicep and Tricep 
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Sources of protein and carbohydrates 
 

Where do we get protein from? 

• Meat – like beef, pork and lamb 

• Poultry – chicken and turkey, which also contain less fat than red meats 

(remember what your heart needs!) 

• Eggs 

• Dairy products – milk, cheese and yoghurt 

• Beans and pulses – baked beans, kidney beans, chickpeas, lentils… the list 

goes on! (These are also very high in fibre, so a win for your digestive system) 

• Plant-based sources, such as veggie mince and tofu 

• Some vegetables contain a small amount of protein as well, such as spinach  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where do we get starchy, slow-release carbohydrates from? 

• Potatoes (including sweet potatoes) 

• Rice 

• Pasta 

• Wholegrain bread 

• Oats 
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Where do we get sugar from? 

• Sweets, chocolate and confectionary 

• Cakes, doughnuts and pastries 

• Fruit juices and smoothies 

• Milkshakes and flavoured milk drinks 

• Fizzy drinks and energy drinks 

• Tomato, BBQ and brown sauce 

• Ready-made pasta sauces 

• Tinned soups and baked beans (the sugar is in the sauce, 

beans themselves are good for you!) 

• Flavoured yoghurts 

• Sweetened breakfast cereals (wholegrain cereal can 

contain lots of good starchy carbohydrates, but they are 

often coated in sugar – think granola!) 
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Carbohydrates pack 

POTATOES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHOLEGRAIN BREAD 
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WHOLEMEAL PASTA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OATS 
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RICE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SWEETS 
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FRUIT JUICE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FLAVOURED MILK 
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CHOCOLATE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FLAVOURED BREAKFAST CEREAL 
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HONEY AND SYRUP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FLAVOURED YOGHURT 
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SWEET POTATOES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOMATO KETCHUP AND BBQ SAUCE 
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Lesson 4 Resources 

Diagram of the digestive system 
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Rainbow foods pack 
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Sources of fibre 
 

Where do we get fibre from? 

 

• Vegetables and fruit – as well as providing us with lots of 

vitamins and minerals which keep our immune system 

healthy, fruit and vegetables contain LOTS of important 

fibre.  

o Try to eat a whole piece of fruit, rather than having a juice or 

smoothie which have had the fibre removed. 

 

 

• Potatoes - Remember to eat your potato skins! This is where all the fibre is. 

o Try to eat your jacket potato skins 

(super yummy when crispy!) and ask 

for your chips or wedges to have 

the skin left on. You won’t notice 

the difference, but your body will! 

 

 

• Oats – a big bowl of porridge for breakfast or some homemade cereal 

bars will be packed with fibre from the oats, which are also naturally 

really low in sugar – win, win! 

 

 

 

• Beans – You might have heard that beans make you do something 

else (‘beans, beans, good for the heart, the more you eat, the more 

you…!’) but they are also packed with fibre. As are their foodie 

cousins; lentils, kidney beans, and chickpeas. 

 

 

• Wholegrains – Brown rice, wholegrain bread, and wholegrain cereal are all good for your 

gut, but remember that their white versions are processed, and the fibre is removed. 

 


